Kaizer Diamonds Announces Mystery
Auction to Fund Multiple Sclerosis
Research
FRESNO, Calif. — June 10 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Kaizer Diamonds
International, Inc., an industry leader in quality wholesale diamonds and
diamond jewelry, today announced that it will begin holding mystery auctions
on eBay to benefit MS research. The hidden treasure chest, prepared by Kaizer
Diamonds, is guaranteed to contain items worth at least $100,000.00.

“MS is a cause that is near and dear to my heart as my mother has suffered
with this terrible disease for many, many years now,” said Julee Harris,
President and CEO of Kaizer Diamonds, International. “So I want to do my part
to raise both money and awareness about this terrible disease. We all have to
use whatever resources we have to help find a cure, and since I own a diamond
business, I thought, why not say it with diamonds? They are, after all, the
world’s most resilient stones, and one of the most beautiful, just like those
who manage to stay strong and positive despite the devastating effects of
this disease.”
Every ten days, Kaizer will auction off a new Mystery Chest containing four
collector’s eggs. Hidden in each egg is a treasure, with a combined retail
value of $100,000.00. All mystery items arrive with a Certificate of
Authenticity from the world’s two foremost authorities on diamonds. Kaizer

Diamonds stresses that you will be bidding only on the chest itself, the
contents are a gift to the winning bidder. Periodically, riddles, clues, cash
prize opportunities, and hints about the chest’s contents will appear on the
auction page, woven into fictional adventures about love, loyalty and
friendship, set in the mythical world of Alltias.
Kaizer Diamonds, an industry leader in wholesale diamonds and diamond
jewelry, is based in Fresno, California. All Kaizer diamonds are 100%
natural, and conflict free. Kaizer sells their diamond jewelry exclusively on
eBay.
The Nancy Davis Foundation for MS is a nonprofit dedicated to improving the
treatment of and finding a cure for the devastating disease of multiple
sclerosis.
For more information or to bid in the Mystery Auction, please visit:
cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&item=5588093291
DISCLAIMER: eBay auction #5588093291 is scheduled to expire Jun-16-05
19:47:25 PDT. Auction subject to change. See auction item on eBay for
additional information.
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